Minimal scars for scalp surgery.
As is well known, scars are the indelible ransom of any surgical procedure and the major obstacle confronting patients and surgeons from an aesthetic standpoint. Many patients opt against a surgical solution for this reason only or choose surgical techniques which are sometimes open to question, such as follicular unit extraction. The objective was to change from narrow scars created at present to that of scars minimal to the naked eye, the subject of this article. Following a clinical study of more than 100 cases, I present a new surgical technique enabling for the first time the creation of minimal scars to the naked eye. This technique is based on the role of the galea responsible for tension and secondary widening of scars in classical techniques and explains hypodermic incision to eliminate this wound tension, as well as the specific role of deepithelialization of the lower lip of the wound. A minimal scar to the naked eye was obtained in most cases with this technique. Owing to this major improvement, I have switched from the conventional closure techniques to this new one.